What Three Words Treasure Hunt.
Use your device to virtually go to the following places. Fill in the missing word of the W3W
reference. Use ‘Satelite view’ to pin point the exact reference.
1. Earl Grey’s head, Grey’s Monument, Newcastle
spill.remind._________
2. The Penalty Spot at The Stadium of Light (in the north western half), Sunderland.
path._________.cargo
3. The feet of the Angel of The North.
trail.spare._____________
4. The left nipple of Northumberlandia, near Cramlington.
_____________.cassettes.creeps
5. The centre of the bandstand at Beamish Museum.
currently.succeed._______________

Match the following W3W references in questions 6 to 15 to the photos in the 2nd
attachment “W3W Photos”. The W3W reference is the location of the car in each photo.
Due to Covid 19 (and budget!) restrictions I haven’t been to each location to check, but the
W3W references are accurate enough for you to answer.
Tip; switch between map and satellite view to help find the answers.
Each answer (Q6 to q15) will be a letter.

6

label.skip.comic

11

patching.clouds.alpha

7

purple.cult.geek

12

cope.listeners.scan

8

duke.gesture.reactions

13

burying.army.sagging

9

crowd.smoothly.proper

14

reseller.accented ritual

10

weed.manuals.publish

15

pegged duties.recruiter

16. When W3W’s satellite was passing over Croft Circuit there was a race going on.
Assuming all cars are on the same lap what is the W3W reference of the front of the leading
car?
(Use satellite view to find the answer)

17. Kenya’s round of the WRC is the missing word in this W3W reference;regaining.juggles.______. When you search for it what is the nearest 4 letter word written
on the map?

18. The surname of the driver who won the Cheviot Rally in 2010 is the missing word in this
W3W reference;- ________.hologram.typhoon. This reference is on which Lane?

19. W3W references are always made up of three different words that you would find in a
dictionary. Sometimes a person’s surname is also a word e.g. Sharon Stone.
What is the closest point to Whickham Parish Church that has a W3W reference made up of
the surnames of 3 British F1 or WRC Drivers Champions. Please give the W3W reference.
Hint. Think of British F1 or WRC champion drivers whose surname is also a word you’d find in
a dictionary and make W3W references with these words. The first surname is shared by two
Champions, a father and a son.

20. The treasure hunt. Make a W3W reference using your answer to Q18, Q2 and Q17, this
is where you would find the treasure. In which famous building is the treasure located?

Please email your answers to p.metcalfe841@btinernet.com as quickly as you can, but by
noon on Tuesday 17th February at the latest.
Good luck!

